21.6 Michael Harrington, from *Socialism: Past and Future*

In the excerpt from *Socialism: Past and Future* included below, the historian Michael Harrington outlines the history of socialism, stressing the diversity of opinions and ideas contained within the socialist tradition. In particular, he examines the development and spread of utopian socialist visions.


People speak of socialism. We should speak of socialisms.

There is an amnesia about the socialist tradition that abandons entire definitions of that ideal made by serious mass movements. There are dictionary definitions—socialism is the public ownership of the means of production and distribution—which are faded abstractions of one fragment of a rich conceptual heritage. There are Marxist statements, often Delphic in their vagueness but always suffused with a sense of history, which are turned into transhistorical truths and chiseled into stone. And there are simplistic assumptions that the antisocialist practice of states calling themselves socialist describes something called “really-existing” socialism.

What is needed, if socialism is to find a new relevance for the twenty-first century, is some sense of its enormous diversity and complexity. This chapter and the next will survey socialisms, the various and conflicting ways that the movement tried to give specific meaning to its profound and imprecise demand for democratic socializing. This history is far from linear: it opens with the recent rediscovery of the earliest “utopian” socialist tradition and its relevance to the future. And it attempts to learn from the terrible socialisms—the antisocialist “socialisms”—as well.

All of this is not an act of piety toward the past and certainly not an attempt to write, even in outline, a survey of socialist thought. It is thematic, focusing on a few particularly revealing moments. It frankly and knowingly concentrates on that part of the past that might be usable—as either a good or a horrible example—in building the future. That is fully apparent in the very first socialism to be discussed, that of the “utopians.”

It was no accident that utopian socialism was rediscovered in the 1960s and had a significant impact on important political movements in the West a century and a half after it began. Suddenly, ideas that had been given an elegant, somewhat respectful burial by Marx and Engels seemed to speak to significant numbers of the post-World War II generation in the advanced capitalist countries. Utopian socialism also took on a new incarnation in “African” socialism. And it pointed toward a new history of the nineteenth-century past in which the long-forgotten struggles of artisans suddenly came to life because scholars now lived in the age of the computer.

In most histories, the first modern socialist is Gracchus Babeuf, the leader of the Conspiracy of Equals during the French Revolution, a man who tried to carry Jacobinism to its ultimate and radical conclusion. In contrast, these utopians tended to be anti-Jacobin, decentralist and social rather than centralist and political, and two of them, Fourier and Saint-Simon, had unhappy personal experiences with the upheaval in France. They wrote as the industrial revolution was taking off. Owen was a factory owner, and Saint-Simon might be said to have been the first philosopher of industrialism and, for that matter, the first “historical materialist,” with his emphasis on the underlying importance of the economic in social and political history. Both of them greeted the new technological world as a means to their utopian ends. Fourier is the exception, the one of the three who was not that enthusiastic about industrial progress. Yet he was far ahead of his time as a thinker who made an almost Freudian definition of what socialism would be.
These are all familiar facts. But there are ambivalences and ambiguities concealed within them that are not so obvious and yet had a profound impact upon subsequent history. Above all, there was a strange mix of the technocratic and the decentralist in Saint-Simon and in some ways in Robert Owen. It was a major source of that dangerous imprecision in Karl Marx and most of the socialists of the twentieth century about the meaning of socialization.

Saint-Simon was a champion of industrial progress and saw the concentration of industry and, above all, of finance as a precondition of his most radical hopes. At the same time, he was caught up in a Romantic fascination with the organic as opposed to the artificial and saw the high point of medieval society—with its ordered, functional hierarchies—as one of the great positive accomplishments of humanity. That attitude was, of course, a staple of the reactionaries and conservatives, of Maistre, Bonald and Edmund Burke, and all the others who fulminated against those who would try to plan the future on the basis of some kind of a rational model. Yet Saint-Simon, who was explicitly influenced by the French variant of that conservative school, was one of the first to formulate the concept of economic planning.

This celebrant of industrial centralization was also the first major theorist to proclaim the "withering away of the state." In the past, Saint-Simon argued, government had been imposed upon society from the top down; it was not organic. But now society was becoming industrial, the economic and the technological were the critical determinants of everything else, and there would be no need of politics. The functional organization of production was all the leadership and direction that was needed. To be sure, there had to be leaders—Saint-Simon, like the other utopians, was appalled by the ugly competitive anarchy of laissez-faire—but now they would be defined organically, by their role in the economy, and not by an extraneous state.

In his initial version of this theory, the leaders were to be the wise men, the scholars and engineers. Later, Saint-Simon saw them as the captains of industry—les industriels—and counterposed them, and everyone else who worked, to the parasitic bourgeois who simply lived off of capital. Ultimately, Saint-Simon and his followers looked to bankers to take a pride of place among the industriels, seeing them as planners who, by their rational criteria for investment, overcame the wasteful competition sponsored by the lazy bourgeoisie. As a result, this utopian socialist was recognized as a mentor by some of the most successful financiers in France.

But how can one man inspire both the banking industry and the socialist movement? In a profound sense, Saint-Simon himself did not effect that paradox. He remained true to the obvious technocratic implications of his analysis—although in 1819 he did propose in his Parabole that it was possible to dispense with the entire ecclesiastical and bureaucratic apparatus of the French state, a suggestion that got him into trouble with his more conservative supporters. It was the Saint-Simonians who squared the circle. If government was now to be replaced by society as defined functionally, then the critical question became: What is society and who are its functional leaders? For Saint-Simon, the answer was industrialists and bankers—but bankers and industrialists who were viewed as workers in contrast to the coupon-clipping bourgeois. Saint-Simon died in 1825 under the Restoration, and that was his mature view.

But the men and women who elaborated The Doctrine of Saint-Simon, in an enormously influential book of that name, lived and worked immediately before and after the Revolution of 1830 and, in the name of an orthodox "exposition" of the master’s thoughts, radically changed it. The state, they said, would turn into "the ASSOCIATION OF WORKERS." Saint-Simon could have agreed with the verbal formula, since he thought of a banker as a worker—but that was not what the new interpretation had in mind. It referred to the new class of proletarians. Moreover, a striking word had come into play, one that echoes throughout the history of French socialism: association. Saint-Simon himself had never used it, and, as read by workers and revolutionaries, it came to mean that socialism was a society controlled from the bottom up by associations of workers. That notion was to be key to the syndicalist socialism of Proudhon and to the utopianism of the arch anti-utopian, Karl Marx.

At the same time, the Saint-Simonians defined both the class struggle and the concept of exploitation. Chapter 6 of The Doctrine was headed, "The successive transformation of the exploitation of man by man and of the right of property: Master-Slave—Patrician-Plebian—Lord-Serf Parasite-Worker." That formulation anticipates, but is transformed in, the first line of The Communist Manifesto. The chapter went on to show that a "fair" contract between a rich parasite and a poor worker was inherently unfair and brought wealth to the former and poverty to the latter. And that, of course, is a central theme of Das Kapital.

These ideas did not remain the property of a small sect of true believers. Particularly after the disillusionment with the Revolution of 1830, Saint-Simonianism became a major movement in France, in large part because one of the central themes of the utopian socialists was feminism. Indeed, it can be argued that the cultural and social radicalism of the Saint-Simonian movement was decisive in transforming a technocratic theory into a socialist and democratic vision.

All three of the great utopians placed a major emphasis upon the role of women. "The change in an historical epoch," Fourier had written, "can always be determined by the progress of woman toward freedom, because in the relation of women to man, of the weak to the strong, the victory of human nature over brutality is most evident. The greed of feminine emancipation is the natural measure of general emancipation." Indeed, Fourier’s basic definition of community was that it would put an end to instinctual repression, allow the human passions to become the mainspring of social life, and lead to erotic, as well as economic, liberation.
“Too many restraints have been imposed on the passion of love,” Fourier wrote. “This is proved by the fact that no man wishes to obey the legal injunction to practice continence outside of marriage. The infractions of men have inspired those of women, and love in civilized society is nothing but universal anarchy and secret insurrection.” People with exotic sexual tastes would, so long as their activity was consensual and did not do bodily harm, “meet regularly at international convocations which would be pilgrimages as sacred to them ‘as the journey to Mecca for Muslims.’”

Some of the Owenites had a similar view. “If you love one another;” one of them told the young people, “go together at any time without any law or ceremony.” One of the reasons for this attitude was a feeling that the bourgeois bought and sold wives and even encouraged prostitution. Sex, these utopian movements said, had to be freed in every way together at any time without any law or ceremony. “moral marriage,” that is, free unions based on affection and without the sanction of official ceremony. The French and romantic values, were suspicious of Owen all along; but some of the Saint-Simonians, with their scientific emphasis, were attracted by his hardheadedness.

As E. P. Thompson put it, “The poor were unsightly, a source of guilt, a heave charge on the country, and a danger.” In this setting, Owen proposed that the poor be put into “Villages of Cooperation” where, after initial public funding, they would pay their own way and engage in useful work that would make them disciplined and temperate. Cobbett wrote of the scheme: “Mr. Owen’s object appears to me to be to cover the face of the country with workhouses, to rear up a community of slaves, and consequently to render the labouring part of the People absolutely dependent upon men of property.” The Fourierists, with their Romantic values, were suspicious of Owen all along; but some of the Saint-Simonians, with their scientific emphasis, were attracted by his hardheadedness.

But then a number of things happened, and not only Owenism but Owen himself moved from humane elitism to a kind of working-class radicalism. one factor was that Owen’s atheism became widely known and he was effectively shut out of polite society. Even more important, the Anti-Combination acts, which had been passed in 1799 and 1800 at the height of anti-Jacobin sentiment and which had done so much to frustrate organizing among the workers, were repealed in 1824–25. Trade-union and cooperative activity began to grow, and when Owen returned from his trip to the United States in 1829, he found himself in contact with a mass movement of unionists and cooperators. The sophisticated elitist became a tribune of the people.

Owenism was thus transformed from a philanthropic, top-down scheme for evading the class struggle through cooperation into a bottom-up insurgency of working people who were determined to rely on their own strength. At the same time, the cultural radicalism that had inspired Owen to denounce all religions as “a mass of iniquitous error” now asserted itself in his attack on marriage as “a Satanic device of the Priesthood to place and keep mankind within their slavish superstitions.” In the new world, he said, “there will be no marriages of the priest or giving in marriage.” This trend was reinforced, Barbara Taylor documents, when the Saint-Simonians came to propagandize the English in 1832 and advocated “moral marriage,” that is, free unions based on affection and without the sanction of official ceremony. The French and British socialists, one hostile observer said, address themselves “to the weaker sex, upon whom they hope to make a fatal impression, as the serpent succeeded with Eve.”

As Owenism developed in this fashion, it also converged with some of Fourier’s communitarian ideas. Fourier was not simply an isolated—and sometimes half-mad—proponent of fascinating utopias, although he was certainly that. He answered the standard conservative challenge, Who will do the dirty work?, with the proposition that “small hordes” of
children, who love to play in the mud, would exercise that function. More seriously, he looked to the transformation of the very nature of work: in his commune (the phalanstere), there would be two thousand people, none of whom would work more than two hours at the same job, all of whom would freely choose the task they liked best and become masters of it.

These utopian ideas—if not the “anti-lion,” a gentle version of that animal capable of lying down with lambs, that he imagined would come to exist in the utopian era—had a significant impact upon the Saint-Simonians, particularly when they talked of “associations” as the key to the future, reached out to the Transcendentalists at Brook Farm in the United States, and found echoes in the cooperative movement in Britain. There was a reason why such notions found a surprising resonance among ordinary people, and it is most visible in E. P. Thompson’s description of the Owenites.

A good number of them were artisans. They could become cooperators in part because they had confidence in their own skill and the value of their work. They, like most of the early socialists, believed in some variant of the labor theory of value—that honest work is the source of wealth, and therefore it is the honest worker who should be the recipient of that wealth. This view coincided with their own personal experience. And they were often political radicals who believed in a “republican” ideology in which no citizen should even have to bow down to any other citizen. America, which seethed with utopian experiments during the nineteenth century, had the same tendencies. We know that the Left—republican—wing of the revolution in this country was, more often than not, supported by artisans.

So were the radical and trade-union movements of the early nineteenth century. The first labor parties in world history were formed in 1828 and 1829 in Philadelphia and New York, and the feminist and interracialist, Frances Wright, found appreciative artisan, audiences in the process. This was a stratum hungry for ideas, which met to discuss books, and which often reinterpreted the programs of their “betters”—as they did so dramatically in the case of Owen and Saint-Simon. They were joined by outcasts from the unskilled and deracinated poor, and by middle-class reformers.

The utopians failed. In Europe, their high-water mark was the 1830s, and they were not really an organized force by the time of the upheavals of 1848. But this is not quite precise. There was a second definition of socialism that came very much to the fore in Paris in 1848, and it is associated with the name of Louis Blanc. Socialism, this tendency said in an anticipation of the Keynesian social democracy of the 1960s, is full employment, the right of every worker to a job. Blanc, who had a brief moment of power in the February revolution, wanted to fulfill that promise by national work shops. But—and here this progenitor of an early democratic socialism acknowledged a debt to the utopians in general and Fourier in particular—the workers were to elect the directors and were to become part of local communes sharing housing and social services.

Moreover, the struggle of artisans throughout the nineteenth century against a centralized, machine-run technology, which changed the nature of work and robbed them of the value of their acquired skills, was clearly connected to the utopian insistence on the creativity and dignity of work. In the United States, the historian David Montgomery has described a long war of attrition between those skilled workers and management about who would control the workplace itself. In that down-to-earth history, one hears the ongoing relevance of Fourier and Owen.

Utopian socialism, then, was not the preserve of scholars in their studies. It was a movement that gave the first serious definition of socialism as communitarian, moral, feminist, committed to the transformation of work. That tradition came to be regarded as an immature first step, a prelude, rather than as something of enduring value. If there is to be a twenty-first-century socialism worthy of the name, it will, among other things, have to go two hundred years into the past to recover the practical and theoretical ideals of the utopians.

**Question:**

1. What are the virtues and shortcomings of utopian socialism?